Shaw Studios Movie City
Complex
The prestigious Shaw Studios Complex is one of the world’s
most technologically advanced film and digital production
facilities.

CASE SUMMARY
Location:
Hong Kong
Systems Installed:
AC2000 access control
AC2000 Alarm Event Display (AED)

Located in Tseung Kwan O, Hong Kong, the complex is owned
by Shaw Property Holdings, covers 1.2 million square feet and
features an administration building, a two-story film processing

Hardware Installed:
CEM Etherprox Readers

centre, a world class 400-seat theatre, 5 large sound stages and a
digital post-production centre housing 18 suites for recording
and editing.
To secure Shaw Studios the client chose the CEM AC2000 access
control and security management system. This formed part of a
Central Building Management System and was installed by ADT
Hong Kong.
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Introduction

The reader is designed for use as part of the CEM

The AC2000 system is a powerful and fully integrated

AC2000 system and displays messages of up to 32

access control, alarm processing and photo badging

characters such as ‘Access Granted’. Entry can also

system. With CEM manufacturing both the system

be displayed through the LED indicators to visually

hardware and software, AC2000 can be further

confirm or deny entry. With the installation complete

customised to meet client’s unique requirements. CEM

the CEM AC2000 system is securing Shaw Studios, its

offer an integrated solution that allows customers to

employees and its contents. The system has unlimited

manage their unique security situation.

expansion ability therefore is able to grow as Shaw
Studios does.

Solution

“The ability to support full Ethernet structure

AC2000 comes with a suite of applications creating

using CEM EtherProx readers in the Shaw

a powerful operational solution. Software modules
include Guard Tours, Alarm Event Display (AED),

Studio Complex was pivotal in the client’s

Integrated Photo Badging (VIPPS), Visitor Management

decision to use the CEM AC2000 system”.

and many more.

Frank IP

The client found the choice of sophisticated modules

Global Account Manager Greater China

perfect for Shaw Studios. Modules such as AED were

ADT Hong Kong

very useful as the site was spread out over a number
of buildings. This allowed security personnel to view a
complete graphical and textual representation of the
status of the entire system. AED responds to all alarm
situations in real time providing a dynamic on-screen
interface to external CCTV systems. The client choose
CEM EtherProx readers. The industry’s smallest
Ethernet card reader with integrated keypad, LCD
display and internal database giving offline validation
and intelligent decision making at the point of entry,
even when host communications are not available.
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